FLEXIBELE AFSCHEIDINGEN

VLP has specialised for 30 years
in “flexible partitioning” for a
wide variety of sectors, with
products including: (industrial)
partition walls and curtains, swing
doors, high-speed rolling doors,
retractable tunnels and industrial
tents as well as dock shelters and
dock levelers.

VLP SLIDING WALLS
VLP Sliding Walls are large, transparent panels of transparent plastic film for the rapid
enclosure of workspaces or the separation of crops. The double rails allow panels to run
parallel to each other. Various options are available, such completely or partially nontransparent curtains, gauze-filled, flame-retardant, soundproof or thermally insulating.
This makes them suitable for resisting cold, draughts, dust, noise, moisture, birds and
insects in horticulture, industry, garages and storage companies, the foodstuffs sector
and the utilities sector.

VLP SLIDING WALLS

Applications
VLP Sliding Walls are ideal for enclosing large areas relatively quickly
and easily. They are extremely well-suited to screening off cropgrowing areas in greenhouses, allowing the enclosed area to be
heated, ventilated or disinfected separately. The use of crystal-clear foil
guarantees maximum light transmission. However, shading or extra
insulating materials are available for this flexible partitioning system.
Designs
The sliding panels of the VLP Sliding Wall system comprise curtains
of flexible, crystal-clear 0.5 mm thick PVC foil. Tension rods in the
side seams prevent the walls from billowing or blowing upwards. The
curtains are mounted in an aluminium roller profile and fitted at the
lower edge with a horizontal weighting tube. The roller profile is fitted
with stainless-steel ball-bearing wheels with plastic runners for quiet
operation. The bottom edge of the upper rail is beveled to prevent the
roller profile from rubbing. Flaps on the underside of the sliding wall
adjust to height variations in the floor.
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Options
There are various options for VLP Sliding Walls. These include parapet,
pulling loops, right-angled sealing flaps for inter-panel sealing, sacrificial
sliding borders, rollable hatch in the cloth, extra wind strips, rail lock,
bearing construction and upper seal. It is also possible to fit breaks in
the rail and bearing construction at locations where a monorail channel
for hanging transport runs across the rail.

